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National Transportation Data Needs for
the 1990s: Transit Strategic Planning
SAMUEL ZIMMERMAN
The data needs associated with national transit ' trategic p,lanning tor the 1990 are outlined in thi paper. The major new
i ues that transi t strategic planning in the 1990s will likely
deal with are addres ed. Based n an examination of the e
issues and available data resources, the need for additional
ongoing data-collection efforts in support of national (and
local) strategic decision making are noted.
The reation of the Interstate Highway Program in 1956
set the tone for all federal gran t-in-aid to transportation programs that followed. Con truction of the Inter !ate y tem i
supported by user fee placed in a tru t fund . It is administered
by an arm of the federal government, but actual p.lanning and
construction is carried out by the tate using a common et
of standards that they developed both in cooperation with
other tales and in cooperation with the federa.I government.
Finally , reflecting the national interest in defense, interstat
commerce , and travel , th clear majority (90 percent) f th
~nst f the Interstate &ystem is pnid by f dcral taxes.
For such arrangements Lo work whether they are for construction of a highway ystem the implementation of new
public transportation services and faci lities, r a new airport
and airway y tem a variety of data mu t be available 10
upport federal strategic deci ion making- that is, deci ions
on the nature and magnitude of federal transportation programs. This information , r.on i tent with the nature of strategic planning, must focus on those factors related to the need
fi r the basic "product" that the federal government provides,
financial assi tance.
F r public tran ponation , four major type of data are
needed for federal strategic planning. The first consi ts of the
factors that influence tran it demand , the second describe.
system extent, the third, describes system operations and related
costs and the fourth , describes system condition, in no particular order. A number of data resources are useful for identifying changes in the factors influencing the demand for
public trnn portation. One is obvio usly the decennial Census
and others include national surveys such as the Nationwide
Personal Transportation Survey (NPTS).
Most of the second and third types of information, describing the extent of the nation's tran ii system , their operations,
and costs, have come from the data collected und · r the rubric
of "Section 15," a part of the federal transit law requiri11g the
collection of a uniform data set as a prerequisite for receiving
federal assistance.
The Section 15 data set includes for each tran it operator
in the country, data describing the size and compo ition of
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the ve hicle fleet, extent of fixed-guideway facilities, level of
service provided, accidents and fatalities, operating and maintenance costs, ridership and revenue, subsidie. , and employment. All can be stratified and summarized a number of
different ways-for example, by operator size and mode.
The ection 15 data et l)a been used successfully the past
9 years for national analyse of tran it productivity, efficiency and effectiveness. Many of the e studie were u ed in
preparation of the biannual reports to the ongress on the
urrent Performance and Condition of Public Mass Transportation Systems required by Section 308 of the Urban Mass
Transportation Act (UMT Act).
To assess whether or not ection 15 will be adequate for
the national transit trategi planning of the 1990s, one need
to know what new i sues are likely to emerge during the period
that the planning will cover.
The recent erie of outreach meeting held around the
nation in support of the preparation of a acional Tran portation Policy (NTP) sugge ted, among other things that the
emphasis in federal surface transportation investm nt houl.d
shift from new con truction to the restoration and. upgrading
of the existing transportation system. It also identified the
need for a rronger federal role in promoting transportation
sat: ty . Because these are relatively new federal policy emphasi area. for trau:.il Lhe uiscu ion b low will focus exclusively
on their data needs from the per pective of national strategic
planning.

REHABILITATION AND REPLACEMENT
In the wake of the gr at wave of public takeover of private
transit operators in the late 1960 and early 1970 , a large
number of new mainlena nce and operating facilities were constructed for all modes . In the mid- to late-1970s and on into
the 19 0 , a large number of new rails stems began operation .
Begi nning with the firs t gasoline cri i in 1973 and accelerating
after the second in 1979, transit fleets were expanded . Much
if not mo t of this new construction and expan ion was
supported with federal funds.
Applying any set of rules or standard on facility updating
and equipment and vehicle replacement to the transit sy tem ,
whose hi tory is briefly noted ab ve, suggests that the decade
of rhe 1990s will mark the beginning of a significant period
of transit rehabilitation and replacement. The precise implication for federal transportation programs are somewhat
unclear.
Rail transit modernization requirements were examined as
part of the congressionally directed Rail Modernization Study
completed in 1987. However, the ba ic thrust of that study
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was to determine the cost of bringing the nation's then-existing
rail transit systems, most of which had originally been built
decades earlier with nonfederal funds, to modern standards.
The early 1980s time frame of that study meant that no
attention was paid to the rail systems which had been constructed more recently largely with federal funds. Also, the
study was a single-time effort, meaning that the condition
data collected for the newer, expanding systems that were
open at the time (e.g., Washington and Atlanta), is becoming
rapidly dated. Finally, no comparable evaluation of fixed facilities for other modes (e.g., bus operating and maintenance
bases, malls, fringe parking, ferry terminals, etc.) was done.
Assessing the magnitude of future rehabilitation and
replacement activities for all modes and how they will be
distributed in time and by geography requires a significant
amount of system condition data. Unfortunately, these data
are not now routinely collected at the national level, and sorry
to say, much of it may not be available even locally.
As an example of this situation, in 1986 the Federal City
Council (FCC), a group of key business and professional community leaders in Washington, D.C., completed a study of
transit finance in the Washington region . The purpose of that
strategic planning effort, undertaken in cooperation with local
officials and the Urban Mass Transportation Administration
(UMTA), was to make estimates of all outyear costs associated with public transportation in the Washington area. The
idea was that once this estimate was in hand, local officials
could then assess the ability of existing revenue sources to
handle forecasted costs, and begin the process of developing
new ones if needed.
Perhaps the most significant work done as part of that study
was to inventory all the region's transit facilities and equipment in enough detail to estimate rehabilitation and replacement costs over time. This involved the classification of all
capital resources into about 50 categories, estimating their
number by date of acquisition or beginning of service, estimating the dates for either major rehabilitation or replacement, and the respective unit costs. Although the Washington
area already had a transit capital plant worth more than $4.5
billion and an approximately $500 million annual operating
and maintenance budget in 1986, the FCC study marked the
first time that such an inventory had been attempted.
The study found that by the end of the century, annual
rehabilitation and replacement requirements would go up by
more than 400 percent in real dollars to a point ($160 million
in 1986 dollars) where they would be equivalent to about 35
percent of the total 1986 annual local transit operating and
maintenance cost. Subsequent to the FCC study, the Washington Metropolitan Area Tran it Authority (WMATA) has
undertaken a much more detailed one of its own , and moved
to establish a sinking fund to pay for the outyear replacement
and rehabilitation costs the study will identify.
Similar studies have recently been completed in Chicago,
Philadelphia, and Baltimore; New York had done one earlier.
Only Baltimore did the type of detailed inventory accomplished as part of the FCC study, although an engineering
assessment of the condition of the Chicago Transit Authority
heavy rail system is now underway. Unfortunately, there was
not a consistent format for the data generated by these studies, nor were consistent assumptions and methods used to
produce it.
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Clearly, if the type of disinvestment in the nation's urban
transit systems that occurred prior to 1970 is to be avoided
in the future, local financial planning for new transit capital
investments and for sub equent operations must reflect the e
costs as early a possible. Pederal government strategic planning data needs are different than tho e for local financial
p.lanning, but it . till mu ·t have better iuforrnation on system
condition than is presently available through ection 15.
A national transit system condition data et, comparable
to U1at u ·ed by the Highway Performance Moniroring System
(HPMS) w uld de cribe the number size, and condition of
fixed transit facilities, as well as all vehicles and significant
ancillary equipment. Acquisition and operation initiation dates
would be collected along with lhe expected dates for major
verhauls and replacement ba ed on con i tently applied standard . Estimates of the costs a. sociated with rehabilitation
and replacement might also be included.
Care would have to be exercised to ensure that the data
collected was not more detailed than necessary to support
national-scale planning and policy analysis. This could be
assured by using a sampling procedure imilar in concept to
that utilized by HPMS collecting the data on a periodic a i
but not every year. The triennial reviews required by Section
9 of the UMT Act might provide a good opportunity to keep
such a national sy tern condition data base current.

SAFETY AND SECURITY

In terms of the safety information needed for national strategic planning, although accident and fatality data is being
collected under the au ·pices of Section 15, there is little national
information available on accident causes and incidents of crime,
particularly as related to substance abuse. In addition, there
is no consistency between the data collected for Section 15
and that available from other federal accident and ·afety
reporting y terns (e.g. the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration' fatal Accident Reporting System "FARS,"
and National Accident Sampling System, "NASS").
Without a more comprehensive set of data on accidents and
their cause , and crime again t transit pa sengers, personnel
and property, it is difficult to properly identify important
safety and security problems formulate potential respon es
at federal and other levels and evaluate them. The first
attempt at improving this situation will be a redesign of the
safety-related data being collected for Section 15 purpo es.
A emiannual drug program reporting system is also being
establi hed under UMTA'. new drug rule.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The di cu sion identified transit rehabilitation and replacement and Iran it afety and ecurity a increasingly importanr
issues for the coming decade. 1c attempted to show the linkage
between these issue and the information needed to support
decision making on action to address them at the federal
level.
Unfortunately, local and state governments, the source of
most national strategi planning data, are only now starting
to assess transit system rehabilitation and replacement costs,
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allhough their estimation ' houlcl have been pcut of the financial planning which preceded implementation. It almo t e m
that the assumption in the 1960s. 1970s and 1980s. when many
of the new systems were being implemented and others
expanded, was that the same financing arrangements which
were io place for their implementati n would b in place for
their in vitable overhauling. However, if we have learned
anything from the recently completed hearings around the
nation in support of a new National . ransportati.on Policy , it
i that rhe financial arrangements that have erved u o well
in the past may have to be "renegotiated" in the future .
One reason for this change is that the focus of pa t federal
transportation programs, to a si t in implemenling new services and facilities, will be shifting to the rehabilitation and
replacement of existing resources. Because the proper balance
between building new and maintaining old is rightfully a local
decision , increa. ed flexibility in the federal delivery system
will be in order. Good information on rehabilitation and
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replacement requirements will, there~ re, be a. important in
the future as information on the factor influencing the need
for new facilities and services was in the past.
At the same time, there is a growing recognition of the
need for improved safety and security reporting ystems, in
part related to the nations broader drug problem. Better data
is needed to document trends in tran it safety and secu rity in
order to correlate ystem and other parameters to the frequency and everity of incidents. With this data in hand,
correcl'i e actions can be formulated and analyzed.
In the case of both rehabilitation and replacement and safety
and security, it is the task of local , state, and federal planning
processes to produce needed data if good deci ·ions are to be
made by any level of government.
Th e opinions exprc sed above are those of the author and do not
nece sarily repre. em those of tire Urban Mass Transportation Administration.

